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Overview 

The Training and Assessment of Relational Precursors and Abilities (TARPA) protocol is a 
hierarchically ordered computer-based protocol for testing a progression of skills. The 
hierarchical ordering and content of the stages and levels of the TARPA is based on relevant 
theory and research (see Appendix: Background—Relational Frame Theory, and associated 
references). The initial stages were designed and arranged based on evidence from previous 
studies investigating basic learning skills from simple discrimination to equivalence responding. 
The arrangement and content of subsequent stages was based both on theoretical guidelines 
provided within the RFT literature as well as on the results of published research. 

The TARPA protocol is currently developed for a relation of SAME (i.e., a frame of 
coordination). A relation of OPPOSITE is available for beta-testing, but will not be described in 
this manual.

For the SAME relation the TARPA involves three stages, as follows: 

(1) Basic discrimination
(2) Conditional discrimination (formally SIMILAR stimuli)
(3) Conditional discrimination (formally DISSIMILAR stimuli)

Each stage is further subdivided into tracks corresponding to different modalities tested, and 
each track is further subdivided into sections and levels, as outlined in the TARPA Structure 
outline below. 

For each stage, sections and levels may be categorized as (a) directly trained, in which specific 
discriminations are taught, (b) maintenance tests, in which discriminations are tested in the 
absence of reinforcement provided by the program, (c) tested, in which the participant is 
assessed for generalization, derived relations or transformation of function, or (d) relational 
training, in which the student is trained on the necessary discriminations for the derived relation.  
Procedures for each of these types of levels/sections are detailed in this overview as well as in 
the instructions for each stage.
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TARPA: Structure 

  
Stage 1: Basic Discrimination 

Track: Visual  
Section 1: Blank vs Visual
Section 2: 2 Visual Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Visual Comparisons

Track: Auditory  
Section 1: Blank vs Auditory
Section 2: 2 Auditory Comparisons 
Section 3: 3 Auditory Comparisons 

  
Stage 2: Conditional Discrimination (Formally SIMILAR Stimuli) 

Track: Visual  
Section 1: 2 Visual Comparisons
Section 2: 3 Visual Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Visual Identity Matching

Track: Auditory  
Section 1: 2 Auditory Comparisons
Section 2: 3 Auditory Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Auditory Identity Matching

  
Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination (Formally DISSIMILAR Stimuli)  
  For Each Track: 
   Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

Level 2: Mutual Entailment 
Section 1: Training A→B
Section 2: Maintenance A→B
Section 3: Testing ME B→A
Section 3t: Training ME B→A
Section 4: Training C→B
Section 5: Maintenance C→B
Section 6: Testing ME C→B
Section 6t: Training ME C→B

Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment 
    Section 1: Training A→B

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
Section 3: Training C→B
Section 4: Maintenance C→B
Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B
Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B
Section 7: Testing CE A→C/C→A
Section 7t: Training CE A→C/C→A (select 6 or 2 relations)
Section 7ti: Training CE A→C

Level 4: Transformation of Function 
    Section 0: CE Maintenance

Section 1: Training Function
Section 2: Testing Transfer
Section 2t: Training Transfer 
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Track 
Directly Trained Level
Tested Level

Directly Trained Section
Maintenance Section
Tested Section
Relational Training Section



General Assessment Procedures 

For most children, a full TARPA assessment will likely be a relatively lengthy procedure requiring 
a number of daily sessions to complete; session length should be dependent on the child’s ability 
to maintain on-task behavior rather than a set length of assessment time (e.g. some children 
may enjoy the assessment and be able to maintain on-task behavior for an hour or more, while 
others may need to be tested in very short blocks of time).  When breaks in the assessment are 
necessary, ideally breaks should be taken at the end of a stage whenever possible. For testing on 
the full TARPA, sessions should, if possible, be planned to last approximately 45-60 minutes (with 
short breaks as needed). The full TARPA may then be completed as follows (see the Tracking 
Sheet in the appendix for details):

1. Stages 1-2 (Basic and Conditional Discriminations with Similarity)
2. Stage 3, Visual Track
3. Stage 3, Auditory-Visual Track 1
4. Stage 3, Auditory-Visual Track 2i/2ii
5. Stage 3, Auditory-Auditory Track 

A “quick” version of the TARPA, consisting of a single modality track (see Appendix: Forms for 
details) may be completed in one session of approximately 45-60 minutes or broken up into 3-4 
sessions of 15-20 minutes each.

NOTE: Under all circumstances, the student’s attending and motivation should take priority 
over any other elements of testing in determining when to take breaks, provide additional 
sources of reinforcement, and so on. Many students enjoy doing the TARPA and are highly 
motivated to attend to the stimuli and participate, and you may be able to complete their 
testing in fewer, longer sessions. However, many other students are not as easy to motivate, have 
difficulty attending for multiple trials and so on (whether on or off the computer). For these 
students, you should manage your testing session in much the same way you would conduct a 
teaching session. Interspersal of mastered tasks and different types of tasks, additional sources of 
reinforcement, and short breaks should be taken at any time, just as you would during a typical 
teaching session. You should be sure to conduct the tested stages/levels of the TARPA without 
any additional specific reinforcement for tested trials, but may still intersperse breaks and other 
tasks (with reinforcement for those tasks) as needed.

For each assessment session, the child and the teacher sit down in front of the iPad on which 
the TARPA is presented. Note that in terms of the logistics of testing the student should ideally 
be sitting next to the teacher. 

Training trials throughout the TARPA also include generalized reinforcement on a continuous 
schedule. Computer-delivered reinforcement should be accompanied by teacher-delivered social 
reinforcement, and may be supplemented by any typical reinforcement schedules in use for 
instructional sessions with the child (e.g. token programs, edibles, etc.). Reinforcement is only 
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provided for directly trained levels/sections; it is not provided for tested levels/sections, and the 
teacher should attend carefully to the manual for those levels and sections to identify when 
reinforcement may be provided.

For the first trial in each directly trained level/section (i.e., as above for reinforcement, these 
instructions do not apply to tested levels/sections), the teacher first provides a demonstration 
trial on which they show the child how to respond correctly on a computer-based trial on that 
level. Next, the teacher facilitates a guided trial on which the child is given assistance in 
responding correctly. On the third trial, the child is given the opportunity to respond 
independently of the teacher. If the child performs correctly then they are exposed to further 
similar trials and if they reach a total of 5/6 consecutive correct responses across independent 
trials then they are deemed as having passed that level (and the trials will end with a correct 
response). If the child fails to perform correctly on any trial then they should be re-exposed to 
the demonstration and guide (DGI) trials before subsequent re-exposure to the independent 
trials. If the child shows 6 cumulative errors in this testing sequence, then they are deemed to 
have failed this level (and the trials will end with an incorrect response). Data on all testing 
sessions with respect to trial pass/fails are recorded in separate data files by the program; the 
teacher should note whether or not each stage/level is passed on the TARPA Tracking and 
Summary Sheet (see Appendix C–Forms). During training levels/sections, the teacher should feel 
free to vary teaching procedures as appropriate to the student’s learning abilities and history, 
making note of any changes to the recommended procedures that have been made. The goal of 
these sections is to identify if the student can learn the necessary conditional discriminations; 
therefore, any appropriate teaching strategies may be used.

Maintenance test sections are designed to ensure the student is able to perform the trained 
relations in the absence of continuous reinforcement provided by the computer program. In 
these levels, the instructor does not first demonstrate the correct responses. The instructor 
may continue to provide reinforcement, and if the student makes an error, the instructor should 
use a DGI procedure to correct the response. However, maintenance levels are designated as 
passed only if all trials (4/4 or 8/8) are performed correctly. If the student fails a maintenance 
level, he should be retrained on the training level and then retested one additional time. See 
below for an illustration of the sequence of training and testing within a stage.

Derivation test sections are designed to test the student’s ability to derive relations in the 
absence of training. No reinforcement is provided by the program, and no specific reinforcement 
or DGI procedures may be provided by the teacher. Passing the derivation test requires 
correctly responding to 5/6 (mutual entailment) or 7/8 (combinatorial entailment) trials. Passing 
the derivation test is necessary for the stage as a whole to be designated as a pass (see below 
for an illustration of the sequence of training and testing within a stage). If the student fails a 
derivation test, he should be retrained on the conditional discriminations and maintenance 
levels, and then retested one additional time. See below for an illustration of the sequence of 
training and testing within a stage.
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Termination criteria—Stage 1

Testing should proceed within a track until a section is failed, at which point testing should 
proceed in the other track until a section is failed. If a student passes at least sections 1 and 2 
within either track within Stage 1, testing should proceed with Stage Two. If the student does 
not pass sections 1 and 2 within either track, testing should be discontinued. In this case, careful 
attention should be paid to addressing any motivational or attending issues as noted above.

Termination criteria—Stage 2

Testing should proceed within a track until a section is failed, at which point testing should 
proceed in the other track until a section is failed. If a student passes at least one section within 
either track within Stage 2, testing should proceed with Stage Three. If the student does not 
pass any levels within Stage 2, testing should be discontinued.

Termination criteria—Stage 3:

Within Tracks:
Testing should proceed until a participant fails any section within the modality track. Testing may 
then proceed on the next modality track.

Within Levels:
For levels with both trained and tested sections, testing within the stage should proceed until 
either a directly trained level has been failed twice, or a maintenance test level has been failed 
twice (given retraining between tests). The teacher should pay careful attention to motivation 
levels and fluency on the maintenance tests, and may, at her discretion, allow for multiple 
training sessions and more than two tests of maintenance before conducting the derivation test. 
If the derivation test section is passed, the level is designated a pass; if the derivation test section 
is failed, the level is designated as failed.

NOTE: When testing participants with advanced skills, the administrator should use her 
judgment as to whether to include all repeated training levels in stages testing for mutual 
entailment, combinatorial entailment, and transformation of function. The administrator may 
choose to check for maintenance on previously trained relations without retraining, and only 
retrain if the participant fails the maintenance level. For example, a student who has been 
trained on A→B relations and passes the mutual entailment stage for that modality may not 
need the repeat training level on those same A→B relations in the combinatorial entailment 
stage, and so on. Combinatorial entailment maintenance levels in the transformation of function 
stages are optional, and in general need only be done if testing of combinatorial entailment and 
transformation of function take place in two different sessions rather than immediately following 
within one session. 

When testing participants with advanced skills, the administrator may also use her judgement 
with regards to providing a DGI trial to introduce all initial relations, or to allow for exclusion 
prompting to introduce the last relation to be introduced. Some children will indicate when the 
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stimuli for the last relation are introduced that they know which one is correct (based on 
exclusion), and the assessor may allow them to simply select at that point, rather than requiring 
a DGI trial.

Training Maintenance Derivation

First time 
failed?

YES

NO

PASS

FAIL

PASS PASS
LEVEL 
PASSED

LEVEL 
FAILED

FAIL FAIL

First time 
failed?

NO

YES
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Trained stages/levels

For the first trial and any subsequent incorrect trials on all directly trained 
levels/sections:

1) Demonstrate
2) Guide
3) Independent trial

Demonstrate
The teacher should use the DGI button to prevent advance to the next trial. The teacher then says, 
“This is the right/correct one,” or a similar phrase such as “These go together,” while pointing to 
the correct one. For trials with auditory samples, the sample should be pressed to play it prior to 
selection of the comparison stimulus.

Guide
The teacher says, “Now your turn—I’ll help you,” or similar phrase relevant to the type of prompt 
used (e.g., “Let’s do it together”). The teacher then guides the child’s hand to the correct one, 
ensuring the child’s hand touches it. Use either physical prompting or modeling as appropriate to 
the child’s abilities. For trials with auditory samples, the sample should be pressed to play it prior to 
selection of the comparison stimulus.

Independent Trial
For trials with auditory samples, the sample should be pressed to play it prior to selection of the 
comparison stimulus. The teacher then says, “Can you touch the right/correct one?” or “Find the 
one it goes with” or similar instruction, and gives the child five seconds to respond. 

A) If no response or an incorrect response is produced then the teacher says, “Let’s try again” and 
goes through the demonstration and guidance steps once again. The demonstration and guidance 
steps should be repeated only one time before advancing to the next trial.

B) If a correct response is produced then the teacher says, “Good job” or provides similar social 
praise. 

Then the teacher uses the DGI button to advance. From there onwards, the initial procedure for 
the Independent trial should be followed as needed to begin each trial. If the child gets a trial 
incorrect then the teacher should use the DGI button; if the child gives no response then the 
teacher should use the No Response button. The teacher should go through the DGI procedure 
before using the DGI/No Response button again to advance.
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Maintenance Sections

For all maintenance sections, reinforcement within the program is turned off (this is 
automatically done by the program). The teacher may, however, provide additional 
specific feedback and reinforcement (as well as reinforcement for continuing to attend 
to the program, see the note above regarding maintaining student motivation). If errors 
occur, the teacher should complete a DGI procedure as described above for training 
levels.

Prior to the first trial in a maintenance section, the teacher should begin by stating, 
“Now you try it all on your own–see if you can pick the ones that go together,” or 
similar statement. 

If the student notes the absence of reinforcement, the teacher may state “This is like a 
test to see if you can remember it, the computer won’t tell you if you got it right or 
not--let’s see if you can get to the end all on your own.” 

In all cases, neutral prompts to continue responding (e.g., “You’re trying hard, let’s keep 
going”) may be provided.  Prompts to click on the sample stimulus (e.g., “Remember, 
you need to touch here first”), or to make a selection (e.g., “Find the right one”) may 
be provided.

Tested Sections

For all tested sections, reinforcement within the program is turned off (this is 
automatically done by the program), and the teacher should not use any additional 
specific reinforcement (although reinforcement for continuing to attend to the program 
may be used, see the note above regarding maintaining student motivation). No 
demonstration or prompting procedures are used.

Prior to the first trial in a tested level or section, the teacher should begin by stating, 
“Now you try it all on your own–see if you can pick the ones that go together.” 

If the student notes the absence of reinforcement, the teacher may state “This is like a 
test, the computer won’t tell you if you got it right or not--let’s see if you can get to the 
end all on your own,” (or similar neutral statement).

In all cases, neutral prompts to continue responding (e.g., “You’re trying hard, let’s keep 
going”) may be provided.  Prompts to click on the sample stimulus (e.g., “Remember, 
you need to touch here first”), or to make a selection (e.g., “Find the right one”) may 
be provided.
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Accessing the data output

Each time you enter the TARPA app to test an individual participant, you will need to 
set the participant’s name, which will automatically create a file name for the data 
output folder consisting of the participant’s name and the date and sequence of the 
session.  Each section tested will output a separate data file.

During testing, when the student has gotten either sufficient number of consecutive 
trials correct or sufficient number of cumulative trials incorrect then the end screen 
will come up, with the message All Done. 

At that point, the teacher should click on the All Done button, and that will bring up 
the data screen. The teacher may select to Display or Hide Data, or to Continue. 
In general you should display the data, identify if the student has passed or failed, and 
then the results of that level should be recorded on the tracking form (see Appendix 
C–Forms). You will then either continue testing or end the program (by using the 
home button on the iPad).

Transformation of Function Levels

Level Four in each modality track, which tests for Transformation of 
Function, has additional instructions in training and testing sections. Please 
see specific instructions for those sections.

Special Note for Auditory Stimuli

During any sections that contain auditory stimuli, if the participant asks or indicates that 
they do not remember the locations of the auditory stimuli, the sample can be pressed 
(either by teacher or student) to re-present the sample and/or comparison stimuli. The 
student may be reminded of this feature at any time.
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Assessment Checklist
Environmental Arrangement
✓ Seating appropriate for child to touch screen
✓ Teacher next to child

Reinforcement: Directly Trained or Maintenance Section
✓ Any additional reinforcement systems normally used for instruction with child are 

available and used on typical schedule
✓ Social praise provided (along with computer-delivered reinforcement if applicable)

First Trial Each Trained Relation of Directly Trained Section
✓ DGI button used to enter DGI mode
✓ Demonstrate: appropriate verbal instruction and accurate demonstration
✓ Guide: appropriate verbal instruction and prompt
✓ Independent trial: appropriate verbal instruction and allow up to 5s to respond
✓ Auditory samples replayed prior to comparison selection
✓ DGI button used to continue to next trial

Error Correction in Directly Trained or Maintenance Level
✓ DGI button used to enter DGI mode if error is made
✓ NO RESPONSE button pressed if no response is made
✓ Demonstrate: appropriate verbal instruction and accurate demonstration
✓ Guide: appropriate verbal instruction and prompt
✓ Independent trial: appropriate verbal instruction and allow up to 5s to respond
✓ Error correction procedure repeated accurately one time if error made at 

independent trial
✓ Auditory samples replayed prior to comparison selection
✓ DGI button or NO RESPONSE button used to continue to next trial

First Trial of Maintenance or Tested Level
✓ Appropriate verbal instruction to begin level

Reinforcement: Tested Level
✓ No specific reinforcement used
✓ Any verbal statements are neutral, including prompts to continue responding

Error Correction in Tested Level
✓ No error correction procedures are used

Auditory Stimuli
✓ Repeated by pressing sample if student requests or indicates need for repeat



Special Note: Using alternative stimulus sets and contextual control

The TARPA includes the option to use different stimulus sets (see stimulus tables for all 
configurations), which may be used with or without specific context as provided by the 
administrator. Currently, the following stimulus set options are available, with recommended 
contexts as below. These options are listed here in order of providing the most to the least 
support for the demonstration of derived relations. Derived relations may be most likely to be 
provided under the following circumstances:
 
• adding to a preexisting relation rather than teaching all relations within the experiment 
• including an auditory stimulus rather than visual only 
• using stimuli that are “nameable” 
• using stimuli that are “pronounceable” 
• including familiar stimuli 
• including relevant instructions 
• using a familiar context

Real Life: Colored pictures of animals, their sounds, common names, food items, and dwellings. 
To be used with instructions that A stimuli are the animals’ names (like pet names).

Color Abstract: Colored pictures of abstract “animals”. May be used with or without an “animal” 
context in which A stimuli are referred to as the “names” of the “animals” and C stimuli are 
referred to as the “sounds” the “animals” make.

BW Abstract: Black and white abstract symbols. No specific context other than the instructions 
as described above.
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TARPA Stage One: Basic Discrimination 

The first TARPA section, involving two modality tracks divided into three levels each, assesses a 
participant’s ability to make simple (nonconditional) auditory and visual discriminations. That is, 
can the participant learn to select an identified “correct” stimulus vs other (distractor) stimuli?  
For visual stimuli, the child is tested with simultaneous discriminations (i.e., the target and 
distractor stimuli are present at the same time). For auditory stimuli, a successive discrimination 
procedure is used (i.e. sounds—in this case, nonsense words—are presented successively rather 
than simultaneously, with buttons identifying them as they are presented).

The levels in Section One progress from a comparison and a blank stimulus to two comparisons 
to three comparisons for each modality (visual/auditory), as follows:

Basic Discrimination 

Track: Visual  
Section 1: Blank vs Visual
Section 2: 2 Visual Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Visual Comparisons

Track: Auditory  
Section 1: Blank vs Auditory
Section 2: 2 Auditory Comparisons 
Section 3: 3 Auditory Comparisons 

All sections within this section are directly trained.

S1-Vis
Section 1 Blank vs. Visual

Description and instructions

The screen shows a blank box and an abstract picture in two 
randomly chosen corners of the screen. 

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial and then the student will have to select the correct answer 
through subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors 
are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial should be followed.
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S1-Vis/Level 1 correct picture



S1-Vis 
Section 2: 2 Visual Comparisons

Description and instructions
The screen shows two abstract pictures in two randomly 
chosen corners of the screen. 

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial and then the student will have to select the correct answer 
through subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors 
are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial should be followed.

 

S1-Vis
Section 3: 3 Visual Comparisons 

Description and instructions

The screen shows three abstract pictures in three randomly 
chosen corners of the screen. 

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial and then the student will have to select the correct answer 
through subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors 
are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial should be followed.
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S1-Vis/Level 2 correct picture

S1-Vis/Level 3 correct picture



S1-Aud
Section 1: Blank vs Auditory

Two red buttons will appear in two randomly chosen corners 
of the screen. As each button becomes visible, a corresponding 
auditory stimulus (an abstract CVC word) or no sound (blank) 
will be heard.

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial, in this case by pointing to the button that corresponds to 
the correct word and then the student will have to select the correct answer through 
subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.

S1-Aud
Section 2: 2 Auditory Comparisons

Description and instructions

Two red buttons will appear in two randomly chosen corners 
of the screen. As each button becomes visible, a corresponding 
auditory stimulus (an abstract CVC word) will be heard. 

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial, in this case by pointing to the button that corresponds to 
the correct word and then the student will have to select the 
correct answer through subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the 
standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.
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S1-Aud/Level 1 correct word

!"doh


S1-Aud/Level 2 correct word

!"kes




S1-Aud
Section 3: 3 Auditory Comparisons

Description and instructions

Three red buttons will appear in three randomly chosen 
corners of the screen. As each button becomes visible, a 
corresponding auditory stimulus (an abstract CVC word) will 
be heard. 

The teacher will identify the correct answer on the first trial 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial, in this case by pointing to the button that corresponds to 
the correct word and then the student will have to select the correct answer through 
subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.
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S1-Aud/Level 3 correct word

!"wug




TARPA Stage Two: Conditional Discrimination 
(Formally Similar Stimuli) 

The second TARPA stage, involving two modality tracks divided into three sections each, 
assesses the participant’s ability to make auditory and visual conditional discriminations based 
on the similarity of physical properties of the stimuli. That is, can the participant match physically 
identical stimuli? A conditional discrimination matching-to-sample (MTS) format is used, in which 
a sample appears in the center of the computer screen and two comparisons appear in the 
corners. An attending response (selecting the sample button) is required before comparisons 
are presented. As in Stage One, the discrimination procedure for visual stimuli is simultaneous, 
while the discrimination procedure for auditory stimuli is successive.

Following training, the participant’s ability to match novel samples to identical novel comparison 
stimuli is assessed (i.e. there is testing for identity matching). Identity matching stages are tested 
stages.

The stages in Section Two progress from two to three comparisons to identity matching testing 
for each modality (visual/auditory), as follows:

Stage 2: Conditional Discrimination (Formally Similar Stimuli) 

Track: Visual  
Section 1: 2 Visual Comparisons
Section 2: 3 Visual Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Visual Identity Matching

Track: Auditory  
Section 1: 2 Auditory Comparisons
Section 2: 3 Auditory Comparisons
Section 3: 3 Auditory Identity Matching
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S2-Vis
Section 1: 2 Visual Comparisons

Description and instructions

An abstract picture appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample picture, two abstract pictures (comparison stimuli) 
appear in two randomly chosen corners of the screen. The correct response is to select the 
comparison picture that is physically identical to the sample.

The teacher should first demonstrate the attending response, saying “Touch this first,” and then 
should identify the correct answer on the first and second trials (i.e. for each new sample-
comparison relation) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial. The 
student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent trials in which its 
location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial 
should be followed.

S2-Vis
Section 2: 3 Visual Comparisons

Description and instructions

An abstract picture appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample picture, three abstract pictures (comparison stimuli) 
appear in three randomly chosen corners of the screen. The correct response is to select the 
comparison picture that is physically identical to the sample.

The teacher identifies the correct answer on the first three trials (i.e. for each new sample-
comparison relation) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial. The 
student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent trials in which its 
location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial 
should be followed.

S2-Vis
Section 3: Visual Identity Matching

Description and instructions

An abstract picture appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample picture, three abstract pictures (comparison stimuli) 
appear in three randomly chosen corners of the screen. The correct response is to select the 
comparison picture that is physically identical to the sample.
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This is a tested section, and no prompting procedures or reinforcement should be used. Should 
the student make an error, the program will advance to the next trial automatically, just as for 
correct trials.

Note: this stage is designated as a pass only if all five trials are correct. It is designated as a 
fail if any trial is incorrect.

S2-Aud
Section 1: 2 Auditory Comparisons 

Description and instructions

A red button appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus button). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample button, an abstract auditory stimulus (nonsense CVC 
word) will be presented, then two red buttons will appear in two randomly chosen corners of 
the screen. As each button becomes visible, a corresponding auditory stimulus (an abstract CVC 
word) will be heard. The correct response is to select the comparison word that is physically 
identical to the sample.

The teacher should use the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial to teach the 
attending response, and then should identify the correct answer on the first and second trials 
(i.e. for each new sample-comparison relation) through the standard process of Demonstrate-
Guide-Independent Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer through 
subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.

S2-Aud
Section 2: 3 Auditory Comparisons 

Description and instructions

A red button appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus button). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample button, an abstract auditory stimulus (nonsense CVC 
word) will be presented, then three red buttons will appear in three randomly chosen corners 
of the screen (comparison stimulus buttons). As each button becomes visible, a corresponding 
auditory stimulus (nonsense CVC word) will be heard. The correct response is to select the 
comparison word that is physically identical to the sample.

The teacher should identify the correct answer on the first three trials (i.e. for each new 
sample-comparison relation) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent trials in which 
its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent 
Trial should be followed.
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S2-Aud
Section 3: Auditory Identity Matching

Description and instructions

A red button appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus button). Following an 
attending response of selecting the sample button, an abstract auditory stimulus (nonsense CVC 
word) will be presented, then three red buttons will appear in three randomly chosen corners 
of the screen (comparison stimulus buttons). As each button becomes visible, a corresponding 
auditory stimulus (nonsense CVC word) will be heard. The correct response is to select the 
comparison word that is physically identical to the sample.

This is a tested section, and no prompting procedures or reinforcement should be used. Should 
the student make an error, the program will advance to the next trial automatically, just as for 
correct trials.

Note: this section is designated as a pass only if all five trials are correct. It is designated as a 
fail if any trial is incorrect. 
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TARPA Stage Three: Conditional 
Discrimination (Formally Dissimilar Stimuli) 

The third TARPA stage, involving five modality tracks divided into four levels each, first assesses 
the participant’s ability to make auditory and visual conditional discriminations based on 
convention rather than on physical properties. That is, sample and comparison stimuli are 
designated as “going together” based on nothing more than experimenter decision (some might 
say whim) rather than any identifiable similarity–just as a picture of a hat goes with the word 
“hat” or the word “chapeau”. 

In Stage Three, the user has the option to select different stimulus sets once the track is 
selected. Currently, multiple stimulus sets are only available for the AV2i, AV2ii, and Auditory 
tracks, but additional sets for the other tracks will be added in future versions. For the other 
tracks, just press continue at this page and that will use the default set.

This stage further assesses mutually entailed (ME) relational responding in which training a 
unidirectional relation from one (sample) stimulus (A) to another (comparison) stimulus (B) 
allows the derivation of the mutually entailed relation in the opposite direction (i.e., from B to 
A).  After assessing ME responding, combinatorial entailed (CE) relational responding is assessed, 
in which two trained relations (e.g. A-B, C-B) allows the derivation of a novel untrained relation 
(i.e. A-C). For assessment of ME and CE relations, trials are presented in ordered conditional 
discriminative groups, with initial (“baseline”) relations trained, then tested under non-reinforced 
conditions for maintenance, and then tested for the derived relation, as outlined below.

Following CE assessment, this section then assesses the transformation of functions (TOF), in 
which the psychological functions of one stimulus in a relation are changed by virtue of its 
participation in a derived relation with other stimuli.

Procedures for all Modality Tracks

Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

Description and instructions

An abstract stimulus (red button which plays auditory stimuli, or abstract picture for visual 
stimuli) appears in the center of the screen (sample stimulus). Following an attending response 
of selecting the sample stimulus, two abstract stimuli (comparison stimuli) appear in two 
randomly chosen corners of the screen. The correct response is to select the comparison 
stimulus that goes with the sample as identified in the manual/tracking sheet. 

This is a trained level, and the teacher should identify the correct answer on the first trial of 
each sample-comparison relation (i.e. A1→B1 and A2→B2) through the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer 
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through subsequent trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process 
of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.

This level is designated as a pass if the students responds correctly to 5/6 consecutive trials, or a fail if 
the student has 6 cumulative errors.

Level 2: Mutual Entailment

Description and instructions

Sample and comparison stimuli will appear on the screen, and the correct response is to select 
the comparison stimulus that goes with the sample as identified in each level.

Section 1: Training A-B

The teacher should identify the correct answer on the first trial of each sample-comparison 
relation (i.e. A1→B1 and A2→B2) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent 
trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-
Guide-Independent Trial should be followed. Five out of six consecutive responses must be correct to 
pass (and the trials will end with a correct response); six cumulative errors are designated a fail (and the 
trials will end with an incorrect response).

Section 2: Maintenance A-B

This is a maintenance section with the same relations as above (i.e. A1→B1 and A2→B2). No 
reinforcement is provided by the computer, but the teacher may provide feedback/
reinforcement. The teacher should not provide an initial demonstration, but should use standard 
DGI error correction procedures. All trials in this level must be correct to pass (4/4).

Section 3: ME Test B-A

This section presents B1 and B2 stimuli as samples, with the corresponding correct comparisons 
being A1 and A2 (i.e. B1→A1 and B2→A2). This is a tested section, and no prompting 
procedures or reinforcement should be used. Should the student make an error, the program 
will advance to the next trial automatically, just as for correct trials. Five out of the six trials in this 
level must be correct to pass. This section must be passed to designate the level as passed.

Section 3t: ME Training B-A

This section allows for training on the relations involved in the derivation test (i.e. B1→A1 and 
B2→A2). Standard training procedures are used as above. Subsequent to training on these 
relations, the student may be retested for derivation using a new stimulus set.
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Sections 4 through 6t then repeat Training, Maintenance, ME Test, and Relational Training for 
a second relation, C→B. This allows for a more robust test of mutual entailment abilities, and 
trains the necessary baseline relations for testing combinatorial entailment in level 3.

Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment

Description and instructions

Sample and comparison stimuli will appear on the screen, and the correct response is to select 
the comparison stimulus that goes with the sample as identified in each level. The first four 
sections are optional if continuing on from Level 2.

Section 1: Training A→B

The teacher should identify the correct answer on the first trial of each sample-comparison 
relation (i.e. A1→B1 and A2→B2) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent 
trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-
Guide-Independent Trial should be followed. Five out of six consecutive responses must be correct to 
pass (and the trials will end with a correct response); six cumulative errors are designated a fail (and the 
trials will end with an incorrect response).

Section 2: Maintenance A→B

This is a maintenance level with the same relations as above (i.e. A1→B1 and A2→B2). No 
reinforcement is provided by the computer, but the teacher may provide feedback/
reinforcement. The teacher should not provide an initial demonstration, but should use standard 
DGI error correction procedures. All trials in this level must be correct to pass (4/4).

Section 3: Training C→B

The teacher should identify the correct answer on the first trial of each sample-comparison 
relation (i.e. C1→B1 and C2→B2) through the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-
Independent Trial. The student will have to then select the correct answer through subsequent 
trials in which its location changes. If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-
Guide-Independent Trial should be followed. Five out of six consecutive responses must be correct to 
pass (and the trials will end with a correct response); six cumulative errors are designated a fail (and the 
trials will end with an incorrect response).

Section 4: Maintenance C→B

This is a maintenance level with the same relations as above (i.e. C1→B1 and C2→B2). No 
reinforcement is provided by the computer, but the teacher may provide feedback/
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reinforcement. The teacher should not provide an initial demonstration, but should use standard 
DGI error correction procedures. All trials in this level must be correct to pass (4/4).

Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B

This is a training level with all the relations taught previously (i.e. A1→B1, A2→B2, C1→B1 and 
C2→B2). If errors are made, the standard process of Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should 
be followed. Seven out of eight consecutive responses must be correct to pass (and the trials will end 
with a correct response); six cumulative errors are designated a fail (and the trials will end with an 
incorrect response).

Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B

This is a maintenance section with all the relations taught previously (i.e. A1→B1, A2→B2, 
C1→B1 and C2→B2). No reinforcement is provided by the computer, but the teacher may 
provide feedback/reinforcement. The teacher should not provide an initial demonstration, but 
should use standard DGI error correction procedures. All trials in this level must be correct to pass 
(8/8).

Section 7: CE Test C→A, A→C

This section presents C1 and C2 stimuli as samples, with the corresponding correct 
comparisons being A1 and A2 (i.e. C1→A1 and C2→A2), as well as the reverse, A1 and A2 
stimuli as samples with the the corresponding correct comparisons being C1 and C2 (i.e. 
A1→C1 and A2→C2). This is a tested section, and no prompting procedures or reinforcement 
should be used. Should the student make an error, the program will advance to the next trial 
automatically, just as for correct trials. Seven out of the eight trials in this section must be correct to 
pass. This section must be passed to designate the level as passed.

Section 7t: CE Training A-C/C-A

This section allows for training on all relations involved in the derivation test in a mixed format 
(i.e. A1→C1, A2→C2, C1→A1, C2→A2). Standard training procedures are used as above. 
Subsequent to training on these relations, the student may be retested for derivation using a 
new stimulus set. If the student exhibits any difficulty learning the relations in this mixed format, 
training may first proceed on a single direction of the relations as below, then returning to 
mixed training before retesting.

Section 7ti: CE Training A-C

This section allows for training just one set of the relations involved in the derivation test (i.e. 
A1→C1, A2→C2), and may be used in any case where mixed training is proceeding slowly.
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Level 4: Transformation of Function

Section 0: CE Maintenance

This section repeats the training and derivation test sections from Level 3 (combinatorial 
entailment). Students get a refresher training in the A→B and C→B relations, and are then 
tested for maintenance of combinatorial entailment (A→C and C→A). This section is optional 
and at the administrator’s discretion; it should generally only need to be done if there has been 
a long break between completing Level 3 and beginning Level 4 for a given modality track. Pass/
fail criteria are as for Level 3.

Section 0i: Training (A1→B1, A2→B2)
Section 0ii: Training (C1→B1, C2→B2)
Section 0iii: Derivation (Test C1→A1, A1→C1, C2→A2, A2→C2)

Section 1: Training Function

This level should be presented as a “game” by 
the teacher, who may provide an instruction 
such as “We’re going to play a fun game now. 
When you [see/hear] the [picture/word], you’re 
going to have to do an action. I’ll show you first, 
and then you can try it.”  

The stimulus (abstract symbol or sound) will 
appear in the center of the screen. Each 
stimulus (A1, A2) is then taught a discriminative 
function consisting of performing a simple 
action. Suggested actions are “clapping” and 
“waving”; however, any action may be used as 
designated by the teacher, and “silly” actions 
may be more motivating for some students. 

The teacher should demonstrate the correct 
task on the first trial of each sample-action 
relation (e.g., A1→ clap and A2→ wave) 
through the standard process of Demonstrate-
Guide-Independent Trial. An instruction should 
be used such as “When you [see/hear] this one, do this.”  The student will have to then perform 
the correct answer through subsequent trials. If errors are made, the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial should be followed.

Five out of six consecutive responses must be correct to pass (and the trials will end with a correct 
response); six cumulative errors are designated a fail (and the trials will end with an incorrect response).
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Collecting Data: Level 4

To provide initial teaching trials, 
conduct DGI trials using the DGI button to 
advance to the next trial. 

In subsequent trials, if the response is 
correct, select 1. The program will provide 
reinforcement and score the trial as correct.

If the response is incorrect (task training 
level only), provide DGI trials (do not use 
the button) for corrections. Select 2 to 
continue; the program will score these as 
incorrect.

In tested sections, select 1 for correct and 2 
for incorrect to score and advance the trial.



Section 2: Transformation of Function

This section re-presents the game from the task training section, but with different symbols/
sounds (i.e. other symbols/sounds that are in a derived relation with the original symbols/
sounds).

This is a tested section, and the teacher should begin by saying, “Here’s this game again, and let’s 
see how you do on it by yourself. I won’t tell you how you’re doing on it until the end.” The 
student will then need to perform the correct actions as outlined in the manual/tracking sheets. 
No specific reinforcement or DGI trials should be used.

Seven out of the eight trials in this section must be correct to pass. This section must be passed to 
designate the level as passed.
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TARPA Stage Three: Visual-Visual Track 

Stimulus relations (example stimulus set)
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Train A→B Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

A1 B1Test B→A Test B→C C1

A2 B2

Train A→B Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

Test B→CTest B→A
C2



Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

This is a directly trained level and trains the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Level 2: Mutual Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 1. This 
section simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: ME Test (Test B→A)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 3t: Training B→A
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→A1 and B2→A2 as above.

Section 4: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section and trains in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and 
C2→B2 as above.

Section 5: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 6: ME Test (Test B→C)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 6t: Training B→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→C1 and B2→C2 as above.

Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment
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Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 4: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a directly trained section, to ensure students can respond to both previously trained 
baseline relations responses when presented in a mixed trial format.

Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a maintenance level, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement, for all previously trained relations. Correct responding on all 
trials is required to pass this level.

Section 7: Derivation (Test C→A, A→C)
This is a tested level, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through combinatorial 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This level must be passed in order to pass 
Level 3.

Section 7t: Training C→A, A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations C1→A1, C2→A2,  A1→C1 and A2→C2 as above.

Section 7ti: Training A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test and who have a 
difficult time learning the relations in mixed format. This section trains the conditional 
discriminations A1→C1 and A2→C2 only, and mixed training (7t) should be returned to once 
the student is able to do the single direction of the relations.
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Level 4: Transformation of Function
  
Section 0: CE Maintenance
This is an optional section if proceeding directly from Level 3. This level consists of the following 
3 sublevels:

Section 0(i): Training A→B: This section simply provides retraining in the conditional 
discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 0(ii): Training C→B: This section simply provides retraining in the conditional 
discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 0(iii): Derivation (Test C→A, A→C): This is a tested section, re-assessing the student’s ability 
to derive relations through combinatorial entailment as above. No reinforcement or DGI trials 
are provided. This section must be passed in order to pass Level 0.

Section 1: Task Training

In this section, stimuli A1 and A2 are trained to be discriminative stimuli for performing an 
action, as suggested below or as designated by the teacher.

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving
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Section 2: Transfer of Function Testing

This is a tested section, assessing for transformation of function through the previously derived 
relations C→A, and A→C, as below (or with teacher-designated actions from Section 1):

Section 2t: Training Transfer

This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant function for students who do not pass the transfer of function test. This 
section trains the functions for C stimuli.

C1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

C2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving
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TARPA Stage Three: Auditory-Visual Track 1 

Stimulus Relations (example stimulus set):
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Train A→B Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

A1

!"faw


B1 Test B→C C1Test B→A

A2

!"jun


B2 Test B→C C2

Stage 1: Train A→B Stage 3/Level 1Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

Test B→A



Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

This is a directly trained level and trains the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Level 2: Mutual Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 1. This 
section simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: ME Test (Test B→A)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 3t: Training B→A
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→A1 and B2→A2 as above.

Section 4: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section and trains in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and 
C2→B2 as above.

Section 5: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 6: ME Test (Test B→C)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 6t: Training B→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→C1 and B2→C2 as above.
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Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 4: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a directly trained section, to ensure students can respond to both previously trained 
baseline relations responses when presented in a mixed trial format.

Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a maintenance level, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement, for all previously trained relations. Correct responding on all 
trials is required to pass this level.

Section 7: Derivation (Test C→A, A→C)
This is a tested level, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through combinatorial 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This level must be passed in order to pass 
Level 3.

Section 7t: Training C→A, A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations C1→A1, C2→A2,  A1→C1 and A2→C2 as above.

Section 7ti: Training A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test and who have a 
difficult time learning the relations in mixed format. This section trains the conditional 
discriminations A1→C1 and A2→C2 only, and mixed training (7t) should be returned to once 
the student is able to do the single direction of the relations.
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Level 4: Transformation of Function

     
Section 0: CE Maintenance
This is an optional section if proceeding directly from Level 3. This level consists of the following 
3 sublevels:

Section 0(i): Training A→B: This section simply provides retraining in the conditional 
discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 0(ii): Training C→B: This section simply provides retraining in the conditional 
discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 0(iii): Derivation (Test C→A, A→C): This is a tested section, re-assessing the student’s ability 
to derive relations through combinatorial entailment as above. No reinforcement or DGI trials 
are provided. This section must be passed in order to pass Level 0.

Section 1: Task Training

In this section, stimuli A1 and A2 are trained to be discriminative stimuli for performing an 
action, as suggested below or as designated by the teacher.

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

!"faw


A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving!"jun
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Section 2: Transformation of Function Testing

This is a tested section, assessing for transformation of function through the previously derived 
relations C→A, and A→C, as below (or with teacher-designated actions from Section 1).

Section 2t: Training Transfer
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant function for students who do not pass the transfer of function test. This 
section trains the functions for C stimuli.

C1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

C2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving
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TARPA Stage Three: Auditory-Visual Track 2 

The AV2i and AV2ii tracks can be conceptualized from a Skinnerian verbal behavior perspective as 
training and deriving tact, listener, and intraverbal responses. 

In AV2i, tact responses are trained, and at the mutually entailed level, listener responses are derived; at 
the combinatorially entailed level, intraverbal responses are derived. 

In AV2ii, listener responses are trained, and at the mutually entailed level, tact responses are derived; at 
the combinatorially entailed level, intraverbal responses are derived. 

If both of these tracks are tested, the administrator should ensure she chooses different stimulus sets for 
each track. Please see the appendix for available stimulus sets.
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Stimulus Relations AV2i (train tact/derive listener/derive intraverbal):

Train B→A Train B→C 

Test C→A, A→C

A1

!"cug


B1

C1

!"nem


Test C→A, A→C

A2

!"dib


B2

C2

!"paz


Train B→A Train B→C 
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Test B→CTest B→A

Test B→CTest B→A



Stimulus Relations AV2ii (train listener/derive tact/derive intraverbal)

Train A→B Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

A1

!"cug


B1

C1

!"nem


Train A→B Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

A2

!"dib


B2

C2

!"paz
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Test A→B Test C→B

Test C→BTest A→B



Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

This is a directly trained level and trains the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Level 2: Mutual Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 1. This 
section simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: ME Test (Test B→A)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 3t: Training B→A
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→A1 and B2→A2 as above.

Section 4: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section and trains in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and 
C2→B2 as above.

Section 5: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 6: ME Test (Test B→C)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 6t: Training B→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→C1 and B2→C2 as above.
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Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 4: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a directly trained section, to ensure students can respond to both previously trained 
baseline relations responses when presented in a mixed trial format.

Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a maintenance level, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement, for all previously trained relations. Correct responding on all 
trials is required to pass this level.

Section 7: Derivation (Test C→A, A→C)
This is a tested level, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through combinatorial 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This level must be passed in order to pass 
Level 3.

Section 7t: Training C→A, A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations C1→A1, C2→A2,  A1→C1 and A2→C2 as above.

Section 7ti: Training A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test and who have a 
difficult time learning the relations in mixed format. This section trains the conditional 
discriminations A1→C1 and A2→C2 only, and mixed training (7t) should be returned to once 
the student is able to do the single direction of the relations.
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Level 4: Transformation of Function 
     
Level 0: CE Maintenance
This is an optional level if proceeding directly from Level 3. This level consists of the following 3 
sublevels:

Level 0(i): Training A→B: This level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations 
A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Level 0(ii): Training C→B: This level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations 
C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Level 0(iii): Derivation (Test C→A, A→C): This is a tested level, re-assessing the student’s ability to 
derive relations through combinatorial entailment as above. No reinforcement or DGI trials are 
provided. This sublevel must be passed in order to pass Level 0.

Level 1: Task Training

In this level, stimuli A1 and A2 are trained to be discriminative stimuli for performing an action, 
as suggested below or as designated by the teacher:

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

!"cug


A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving!"dib
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Level 2: Transformation of Function Testing

This is a tested level, assessing for transformation of function through the previously derived 
relations C→A, and A→C, as below (or with teacher-designated actions from Level 1).

Section 2t: Training Transfer
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant function for students who do not pass the transfer of function test. This 
section trains the functions for C stimuli.

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

!"nem


A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving!"paz
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TARPA Stage Three: Auditory-Auditory Track 

The Auditory-Auditory track can be conceptualized from a Skinnerian verbal behavior perspective as 
providing training and testing for derivation of intraverbal responses.

Stimulus Relations (example stimulus set)
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A1

!"ter


B1

!"rab

!"pev


Test C→A, A→C

 Train A→B Train C→B 

C1
Test B→A Test B→C

A2

!"yit


B2

!"puk
 !"rog


C2

Stage 1: Train A→B Stage 3/Level 1Train C→B 

Test C→A, A→C

Test B→CTest B→A



Level 1: Conditional Discrimination

This is a directly trained level and trains the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Level 2: Mutual Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 1. This 
section simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as 
above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: ME Test (Test B→A)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 3t: Training B→A
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→A1 and B2→A2 as above.

Section 4: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section and trains in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and 
C2→B2 as above.

Section 5: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 6: ME Test (Test B→C)
This is a tested section, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through mutual 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This section must be passed in order to 
pass Level 2.

Section 6t: Training B→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the ME test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations B1→C1 and B2→C2 as above.
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Level 3: Combinatorial Entailment

Section 1: Training A→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Section 2: Maintenance A→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 3: Training C→B
This is a directly trained section, which may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 2. This 
level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Section 4: Maintenance C→B
This is a maintenance section, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement. This section may be omitted if proceeding directly from Level 
2. Correct responding on all trials is required to pass this level.

Section 5: Training Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a directly trained section, to ensure students can respond to both previously trained 
baseline relations responses when presented in a mixed trial format.

Section 6: Maintenance Mixed A→B, C→B
This is a maintenance level, to ensure student responses are maintained in the absence of 
computer-provided reinforcement, for all previously trained relations. Correct responding on all 
trials is required to pass this level.

Section 7: Derivation (Test C→A, A→C)
This is a tested level, assessing the student’s ability to derive relations through combinatorial 
entailment. No reinforcement or DGI trials are provided. This level must be passed in order to pass 
Level 3.

Section 7t: Training C→A, A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test. This section trains 
the conditional discriminations C1→A1, C2→A2,  A1→C1 and A2→C2 as above.

Section 7ti: Training A→C
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant relations for students who do not pass the CE test and who have a 
difficult time learning the relations in mixed format. This section trains the conditional 
discriminations A1→C1 and A2→C2 only, and mixed training (7t) should be returned to once 
the student is able to do the single direction of the relations.
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Level 4: Transformation of Function 
     
Level 0: CE Maintenance
This is an optional level if proceeding directly from Level 3. This level consists of the following 3 
sublevels:

Level 0(i): Training A→B: This level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations 
A1→B1 and A2→B2 as above.

Level 0(ii): Training C→B: This level simply provides retraining in the conditional discriminations 
C1→B1 and C2→B2 as above.

Level 0(iii): Derivation (Test C→A, A→C): This is a tested level, re-assessing the student’s ability to 
derive relations through combinatorial entailment as above. No reinforcement or DGI trials are 
provided. This sublevel must be passed in order to pass Level 0.

Level 1: Task Training

In this level, stimuli A1 and A2 are trained to be discriminative stimuli for performing an action, 
as suggested below or as designated by the teacher:

 

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

!"ter


A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving!"yit
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Level 2: Transformation of Function Testing

This is a tested level, assessing for transformation of function through the previously derived 
relations C→A, and A→C, as below (or with teacher-designated actions from Level 1).

Section 2t: Training Transfer
This is an optional directly trained section, allowing for the provision of multiple exemplar 
training in the relevant function for students who do not pass the transfer of function test. This 
section trains the functions for C stimuli.

A1                    
ACTION 1:  
clapping

!"pev


A2                    
ACTION 2:  

waving!"rog
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Appendix A: Options 

The TARPA may be run as described in the manual, or the administrator may select from a 
variety of options for using different pass criteria, tasks for testing transformation of function, 
reinforcers, topographical response testing, and audio replay.

To select other options, select OPTIONS/On at the START screen, and then make adjustments 
to the defaults as follows:

Criteria

The default criteria for passing training stages/levels is 6 consecutive correct with one wrong 
allowed (i.e. 5/6). Administrators may change this if stricter or looser criteria are desirable. 
Choosing the option Consec Correct rather than Consec Correct With One Wrong Allowed will set 
the pass criterion to simply be the number of cumulative correct responses designated. 
Administrators may also increase (or decrease) the NUMBER CORRECT or the CUMUL 
INCORRECT responses required to pass or fail.

TOF/Transformation of Function Task

The fourth TARPA section in Stage Three assesses the transformation of functions (TOF), in 
which the psychological functions of one stimulus in a relation are changed by virtue of its 
participation in a derived relation with other stimuli. The default option is to use a Discrimination 
task, in which stimuli are established as discriminative stimuli to perform actions. Administrators 
may select to establish a Mand function for stimuli; this procedure is adapted from Murphy, 
Barnes-Holmes & Barnes-Holmes (2005).  Instructions are as below.

Reinforcer Stimuli

By default, a large array of pictures and sounds are used in random selection for reinforcers. 
Administrators may deselect any of these as needed (e.g. if students do not like particular 
sounds or pictures).

Sample Replay for Auditory CD Tasks

The default option for auditory conditional discrimination tasks is for replaying all auditory 
stimuli when the sample stimulus is pressed. This may be turned off to disable auditory replay, by 
selecting Sample Press Doesn’t Replay Stimuli.
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Appendix B:  
Optional Transformation of Function 

Procedures 

Stage Three/Level Four: ToF—Mand Task Instructions

For this task, participants play a game in which they must fill in empty spaces on an onscreen 
box according to a particular pattern by requesting particular tokens (colored circles) by 
clicking on buttons with particular abstract symbols or sounds on them. The symbols are those 
used in Level Three, assessing combinatorial entailment, and each level progresses through 
ensuring maintenance of previously learned relations (retesting for combinatorial entailment) if 
needed, a procedure for training the participant to request the tokens by selecting the correct 
symbol/sound (i.e. mand training) and then testing for transformation of function–can the 
participant use the other symbols from the previously derived relation to correctly request 
tokens? 

NOTE: This level contains teaching procedures in addition to the standard process of 
Demonstrate-Guide-Independent Trial. Please pay careful attention to the procedures described 
below for all levels. The levels progress as for the default task, as follows:

General Procedures for All Modality Tracks

Level 0: CE Maintenance

This section repeats the training and derivation test sections from Level Three (combinatorial 
entailment). Students get a refresher training in the A→B and C→B relations, and are then 
tested for maintenance of combinatorial entailment (A→C and C→A). This section is optional 
and at the administrator’s discretion; it should generally only need to be done if there has been 
a long break between completing Level Three and beginning Level Four for a given modality 
track.

Level 0i: Training (A1→B1, A2→B2)
Level 0ii: Training (C1→B1, C2→B2)
Level 0iii: Derivation (Test C1→A1, A1→C1, C2→A2, A2→C2)
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Level 1: Mand Training

The screen presents a box containing six circles, some of which are already filled in either green 
or grey, and some of which are empty. Getting a trial correct involves filling the empty circles 
with shades such that there are three green circles above and three grey circles below. Also on 
the screen are four buttons, each with a particular abstract symbol on it or associated with a 
particular sound. In order to request a particular shade the participant is taught to press on a 
particular button (the buttons switch place at random across trials) and this produces that 
shade in a circle above the buttons. Hence these abstract shapes acquire the function of being 
discriminative for picking particular shades. In order to facilitate the acquisition of the correct 
function, the circles will not fill in until three selections that have been made, unless the teacher 
is doing initial training or error correction using the practice (DGI) mode.

For example, in one task, in order to complete the pattern, there might be a green circle and 
two grey circles required. Hence, a correct response would require one click on the symbol that 
produces a green circle and two clicks on the symbol that produces a grey circle. If these 
responses are made then this is registered as correct; otherwise it is recorded as incorrect. This 
is the basic task and the child must learn to perform consistently correctly before the 
assessment of transformation of function can begin.

Instructions are adapted from those used in Murphy et al. (2005).

Teacher presses the space bar to enter the practice (DGI) mode, and says to student: 

We are going to play a game. These are the buttons you need to press to play this game 
(point to the buttons). You have three tries to fill in the missing tokens. Every time you try, 
these bars will fill in (point to progress bar).

For stages with auditory stimuli, the red buttons will have small blue buttons above them. 
Clicking on the button will replay the auditory stimulus, and the teacher should demonstrate this 
as follows: 

You can press these buttons to hear the sounds again. (demonstrate)

Let’s fill in the token box. If you press this button then a green token will appear (point to 
button). Watch (press the button, thus producing the token on the screen).  If you press this 
button then you will see a grey token appear (point to other button). Watch (press the symbol, 
thus producing the token on the screen). Now, I have one more to get (teacher does the third one 
as with the last and completes the task), and we’ve finished the game.

The teacher then immediately presses the space bar to reset the board, and says, “Now, it’s your 
turn. Can you do this one?”

The participant is then allowed to work on their own. When the token board is filled in, the 
program will wait three seconds and then provide reinforcement and advance to the next trial.
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If the participant makes a mistake on their own while in practice (DGI) mode and produces a 
token that is not needed then the teacher says, “This row is already filled – you don’t need that 
one; you need one of these,” demonstrates, and then resets the token board by pressing the 
space bar. If the error is at the end, the teacher will need to reset the token board before the 
program advances, and then describe which tokens were needed (e.g., “You only needed one 
grey one. Let’s try again.”).

For stages with auditory stimuli, the teacher may also say, “Remember, you can press these 
buttons to hear the sounds again”. During training, the teacher may repeat the sounds during 
demonstration (e.g., “This one is “faw”. Press button. “Faw” goes with grey.”)

Once the student has worked through the first trial in practice (DGI) mode, the teacher should 
then say:

On the next ones, you won’t see the tokens fill in until you have done your three tries, and 
then we’ll see if you’re right!

If the student makes an error when not in practice (DGI) mode, the token board will not be 
filled in when it is shown after three selections are made, and the teacher should press the 
space bar to reset the token board and enter into practice (DGI) mode, repeating the 
instructions as during initial training. If the participant makes an error after having had two 
previous errors and demonstration opportunities on a trial, the teacher should say, “Let me 
show you,” and complete the board to advance to the next trial.

Level 2: Transformation of Function

This section re-presents the game from the mand training section, but with different symbols/
sounds (i.e. other symbols/sounds that are in a derived relation with the original symbols/
sounds).

This is a tested section, and the teacher should begin by saying, “Here’s this game again, and let’s 
see how you do on it by yourself. I won’t tell you how you’re doing on it until the end.” If the 
student stops responding on stages with auditory stimuli, the teacher may say, “Remember, you 
can press these circles to hear the sounds again”.
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Visual-Visual Track

Level 1: Mand Training

A1                    A2                    
Correct for grey token Correct for green token
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Level 2: Transformation of Function

C2                    

Correct for green token

C1                    

Correct for green token
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Auditory-Visual Track 1

Level 1: Mand Training

A1

!"faw


A2

!"jun


Correct for grey token Correct for green token
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Level 2: Transformation of Function
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C2                    

Correct for green token

C1                    



Auditory-Visual Track 2

Level 1: Mand Training

Level 2: Transformation of Function

Correct for grey token Correct for green token

A1

!"cug


A2

!"dib


C1

!"nem


C2

!"paz


Correct for grey token Correct for green token
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Auditory-Auditory Track

Level 1: Mand Training

Level 2: Transformation of Function

 

Correct for grey token Correct for green token

A1

!"ter


A2

!"yit


Correct for grey token Correct for green token

C1

!"pev


C2

!"rog
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Appendix C: Administrative Forms 
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

TARPA Tracking & Summary Sheet

Participant: Administrator: 
DOB: Test Site: 

Stage 1: Basic Discrimination

Note: Because this stage does not require any observing responses, the teacher must move the cursor to the center of the screen prior
to each trial so that it does not remain on a comparison stimulus. This is easiest if you make a habit of moving the cursor when 
reinforcement is provided.

Track Level Stimulus 
Set #

Result Date Session 
Start/End

Notes

Visual 1
Blank vs 
Visual

2
Visual 

2 comp

3
Visual

3 comp

Aud 1
Blank vs 
Auditory

2
Auditory
2 comp

3
Auditory
3 comp

Additional notes Stage 1:

Continue on to Stage 2 if any Stage 1 levels passed.
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

Stage 2: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Similar Stimuli

Note: Tested levels (3*) are designated as a pass if all five trials are correct. A tested level is designated as a fail if any trial is incorrect.

           Correct stimuli are based on identity matching.

Track Level Stimuli 
(Note 
Set)

Result Date Session 
Start/End

Notes

Visual 1
Visual, 2 

comparison

2
Visual, 3 

comparison

3*
Novel visual, 

3 
comparison

Aud 1
Auditory, 2 
comparison

2
Auditory, 3 
comparison

3*
Novel 

auditory, 3 
comparison

Additional notes Stage 2:

Continue on to test Stage 3 if any levels in Stage 2 passed.
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Visual-Visual

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.

Level Section Date Session 
Start/

End

Pass 
Criteria
(Default)

Result Notes

1
CD

Train A→B 5/6 (end on 
correct trial)    

2
ME

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 1

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4

3*
ME Test B→A

5/6

4
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

5*
Maint.  C→B

4/4

6*
ME Test B→C

5/6

3
CE

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

3
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

4*
Maint. C→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

5
Train 

A→B,C→B

7/8 (end on 
correct trial)

6*
Maint. mixed

8/8

7*
CE Test C↔A

7/8
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

4
ToF

0i
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

All 0 levels optional if continuing on directly from Level 
3

0ii
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

0iii*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

1
Task Training

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
ToF Test

7/8

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Visual-Visual

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 1

Stimulus set #:

  ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.

Level Section Date Session 
Start/

End

Pass 
Criteria
(Default)

Result Notes

1
CD

Train A→B 5/6 (end on 
correct trial)    

2
ME

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 1

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4

3*
ME Test B→A

5/6

4
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

5*
Maint.  C→B

4/4

6*
ME Test B→C

5/6

3
CE

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

3
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

4*
Maint. C→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

5
Train 

A→B,C→B

7/8 (end on 
correct trial)

6*
Maint. mixed

8/8

7*
CE Test C↔A

7/8
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

4
ToF

0i
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

All 0 levels optional if continuing on directly from Level 
3

0ii
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

0iii*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

1
Task Training

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
ToF Test

7/8

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 1

Stimulus set #:

  ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 2i (train listener, derive tact, derive intraverbal)

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave
Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed

Level Section Date Session 
Start/

End

Pass 
Criteria
(Default)

Result Notes

1
CD

Train A→B 5/6 (end on 
correct trial)    

2
ME

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 1

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4

3*
ME Test B→A

5/6

4
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

5*
Maint.  C→B

4/4

6*
ME Test B→C

5/6

3
CE

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

3
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

4*
Maint. C→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

5
Train 

A→B,C→B

7/8 (end on 
correct trial)

6*
Maint. mixed

8/8

7*
CE Test C↔A

7/8
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TARPA Tracking & Summary Participant:  __________________________

4
ToF

0i
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

All 0 levels optional if continuing on directly from Level 
3

0ii
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

0iii*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

1
Task Training

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
ToF Test

7/8

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 2i (train listener, derive tact, derive intraverbal)

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave
Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed
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Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 2ii (train tact, derive listener, derive intraverbal)

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave
Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed

Level Section Date Session 
Start/

End

Pass 
Criteria
(Default)

Result Notes

1
CD

Train B→A 5/6 (end on 
correct trial)    

2
ME

1
Train B→A

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 1

2*
Maint.  B→A

4/4

3*
ME Test A→B

5/6

4
Train B→C

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

5*
Maint.  B→C

4/4

6*
ME Test C→B

5/6

3
CE

1
Train B→A

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

2*
Maint.  B→A

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

3
Train B→C

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

4*
Maint.  B→C

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

5
Train 

B→A,B→C

7/8 (end on 
correct trial)

6*
Maint. mixed

8/8

7*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

4
ToF

0i
Train B→A

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

All 0 levels optional if continuing on directly from Level 
3
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0ii
Train B→C

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

0iii*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

1
Task Training

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
ToF Test

7/8

Stage 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Visual 2ii (train tact, derive listener, derive intraverbal)

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave
Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed
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Section 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Auditory

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.

Level Section Date Session 
Start/

End

Pass 
Criteria
(Default)

Result Notes

1
CD

Train A→B 5/6 (end on 
correct trial)    

2
ME

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 1

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4

3*
ME Test B→A

5/6

1
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
Maint.  C→B

4/4

3*
ME Test B→C

5/6

3
CE

1
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

2*
Maint.  A→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

3
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

4*
Maint. C→B

4/4 Optional level if continuing on directly from Level 2

5
Train 

A→B,C→B

7/8 (end on 
correct trial)

6*
Maint. mixed

8/8

7*
CE Test C↔A

7/8
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4
ToF

0i
Train A→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

All 0 levels optional if continuing on directly from Level 
3

0ii
Train C→B

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

0iii*
CE Test C↔A

7/8

1
Task Training

5/6 (end on 
correct trial)

2*
ToF Test

7/8

Section 3: Conditional Discrimination—Formally Dissimilar Stimuli
Track: Auditory-Auditory

Stimulus set #:

 ToF: Clap                                                 ToF: Wave

Continue testing until a training or maintenance section is failed twice within a stage, or until a derivation test level is failed.
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Summary

Dates of testing: 

Total time: 

Results—Highest Level/Level Passed:

Section 1—Visual: 

Section 1—Auditory: 

Section 2—Visual: 

Section 2—Auditory: 

Section 3—Visual-Visual: 

Section 3—Auditory-Visual 1: 

Section 3—Auditory-Visual 2i: 

Section 3—Auditory-Visual 2ii: 

Section 3—Auditory-Auditory: 
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